
COMMENTS ON THE JOB OF THE EXECUTIVE
BY CHESTER I. BARNARD

WHEN I first read with keenest
interest Professor Copeland's
article "The Job of an Execu-

tive'" there came to mind an incident
worth telling at the outset of this paper.
It was when I was working on my book
at Chapter VI, "The Definition of
Formal Organization." The occasion
was a dinner of the Society of Fellows at
Cambridge. Opposite me sat Dr. Alfred
North Whitehead, then Head of the
Depjurtment of Philosophy at Harvard,
and greatiy distinguished throughout the
world as a scientist, mathematician, and
philosopher. He knew I wau trying to
work my Lowell lectures into book form,
and kindly asked me how I was pro-
gressing. I replied: "Well, Dr. White-
head, I think I am getting in way over
my head." "Oh, don't let that disturb
you too much," he responded, "we all
are."

Professor Copeland's article is an ex-
tended survey and criticism of my book.
The Functions of the Executive.* In it he
was exceedii^;ly generous in his favor-
able, and restrained in his unfavorable,
criticism; and his discussion admirably
promotes the "thoroughgoing study of
the whole field of administration" which
we both are zealous to attain.

Naturally, ofthe many comments and
judgments in Professor Copeland's arti-
cle, a few seem to me incorrect. Most
of these concern minor matters of per-
sonal taste and preference or of mere
verbal convenience, about which differ-
ences of opinion warrant no public dis-
cussion. However, there are some
notable differences extending far beyond
the range of personal preference. As to

' 18 HAKVAKD BUSINESS KBVIEW 148 (Winter, 1940).
* Cambridge, Harvard Universty Press, 1938.
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these, our positions may be representa-
tive of more general understandings
deserving public examination and clari-
fication. I am indebted to Professor
Copeland for the occasion and stimulus
to contribute what I can concerning
them. Those which I shall discuss here
are four in niunber, of which the first
two are secondary and the last two of
major importance, as follows: The Ques-
tion of Bonus Systems; The Significance
of "Policy"; The Relationship of Cus-
tomers to Organization; and Appro-
priate Conceptual Equipment for the
Analysis of the Job of the Executive.

Bonus Systems

On page 152, Professor Copeland says:

. . . In tine with Mr. Barnard's reasoning
it can be shown that a tx>nus system, for
example, is baaed on false premises, because
the contribution of each executive cannot be
even approximately measured, and also be-
cause non-material incentives are of so much
more consequence than material incentives
for inducing effort.

This conclusion cannot prof>erly fol-
low from my reasoning, and I believe
it incorrect as a generalization. The fact
that the contribution of each executive
cannot be even approximately meas-
ured— îf Professor Copeland's reasoning
is followed—would rule out any com-
pensation in money. The question of
bonuses as against fixed payments with-
out bonuses is one of selection of meth-
ods and bases of money incentives. Like
the amount of payment, the method of
arriving at the amount will depend upon
all the circumstances of the particular
case, in which circumstances the force or
relative absence of non-material incen-
tives may be important but not exclu-
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sive factors. I am certain that there are
several tyjjes of business operations in
which the bonus system is preferable
to any other. Whether it is employed
erroneously in some particular situa-
tions I should not care to judge without
responsibility. It happens that in every
business vnth which I have been con-
nected a general bonus system has been
deemed either unnecessary, undesira-
ble, or impracticable;* but I do not
subscribe to a sweeping assertion that all
bonus systems under all circumstances
are "based on false premises."

The Significance of "Policy"

Professor Copeland (Review, p. 155)
finds it "possibly significant that Mr.
Barnard does not at any point, so far as
I have discovered, refer to business
policies."

I believe I avoided the word "policy"
in any connection. I never use it if I
can dispense with the word without
being p>edantic, because its meanings are
so numerous. For example:

1. A general rule of action (Profes-
sor Cojjeland's definition); but there are
many general rules of action which are
not called "policies." (Rules of tech-
nological procedure, for example.)

2. A general statement of purpose or
objectives, but not a ride of action.

3. A general statement of attitude,
vague and rather meaningless, but
sounding well, and often quite unob-
jectionable and even worth while as a
gesture.

4. A well worded denial in advance
of respon^bility which coiild not in the
event be denied in fact or law. "This
mag£izine does not assume responsibility
> "Bonui fystam" ihould be rrionibly well defined
before i««Wi«g important statenaentf about »li#.*»i I
am not by any meaa clear «diat FMfeaor Copdand
meant. A commuBon on gron sales ii one kind of
bonus system in very common use, but is not in-

for the points of view or opinions of its
contributors."

5. A statement of the mastery of
destiny, in which you insist that you do
what you have to because you want to.
"Our policy is to pay our taxes."

6. A statement which is not a rule
of action within an enterprise but propa-
ganda to induce someone outside it to
act or not to act in a particular way.

7. An announced program of action
whieh would be fatal if any one took it
seriously or literally.

8. A complimentary rationsdization
of what already has occurred, without
your expecting it, when you like it.

9. A defensive rationalization of
what has already occurred, without your
exfjecting it, when you do not like it.
What you sometimes say when you wish
you did not have to say anything.

10. A high-grade name for a low-
grade strategem.

11. A way of feeling important by
dignif^dng a commonplace.

12. A word like "justice" which
crooks use excellently well.

Let the reader watch or listen quietly
for a week in a kindly spirit and with a
sense of humor. He may be reminded of
a statement of the late Mr. Justice
Holmes: "I haye said to my brethren
many times that I hate justice, which
means that I know if a man begins to
talk about that, for one reason or an-
other he is shirking thinking in legal
terms."*

The Relationship of Customers
to Organizations

Professor Copeland says (Review, p.
154):
ducted i& my me <A the phrase in this sentence.
* Justice Oliaer Wendell Hob»es: His Book Notices and
UmcUtded iMers and Papers, edited by Harry C.
Shriver (New York, Central Bode Company, 1936),
p. 201.
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He seems to have been torn between a

desire to present a conceptual scheme of a
sociological pattem and an impulse to fol-
low his realistic instincts. Sometimes his
re£ilism does not effectively come to his
rescue. For example, he included in his
concept of a "cooperative system" in the in-
dustrial fields not only employees and invest-
ors but also customers. Customers, therefore,
are a part ofthe "material of organizations."
In his chapter on "The Executive Functions"
(p. 227) he states.' . . . Just how that state-
ment is to be translated to apply to customers
—including presumably wholesalers, retail-
ers, and consumers—as part of his "coopera-
tive system" is somewhat of a puzzle.

Professor Copeland then refers to this as
"the sort of confusion that has just been
cited."

This quotation certainly makes clarifi-
cation necessary. It will consist of two
stages: A. Demonstration that an act of
purchase by a customer is a part of the
organization of the seller; B. Argument
that the economy of incentives which
was presented specifically in terms of
employer-employee relationships applies
equally to seller-buyer relationships.

1. When the acts of two or more indi-
viduals are cooperative, that is, syste-
matically coordinated, the acts by my
definition constitute an organization.
Every such act is a component simul-
taneously of two or more systems as
determined by its functions. TTius every
act of organization is £ilso an act of some
individual, and is his contribution to the
organization. When two or more organ-
izations cooperate, the cooperative acts
are simvdtaneously (1) of individuals,
and either (2) of the organization con-
tributing the act and (3) of the second
organization participating, or (4) of a
new complex organization embracing

• I give tbe omitted pordoo later, p. 300.
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the two original organizations cooperat-
ing; or of all four. This simultaneous
functioning of the cooperative act of an
individual in two or more organization
systems provides the interconnection
which results in complex organizations
(Book, pp. I l l , 112). These statements
are made explicit at the outset to fore-
stall the natural reaction on first con-
sideration that a duplication is inad-
vertently admitted.

This will seem to many, no doubt, a
strange, artificial, unrealistic kind of
thing chiefly because they will not real-
ize that this is precisely the kind of thing
they are working with in their minds in
a rough and ready way all the time.
Take, for instance, a man who is always
changing, or a corporation of which the
principal nearly constant attributes are
its name and by-laws; or, to get farther
toward the earth, take a whirlpool. This
is a realistic thing to one who gets into
it, and it seems real enough to anyone
who watches it. When you use the name
nearly everyone knows what you mean,
and there is no other name commonly
covering the same thing. But if asked
what it is, I think you might have to
say something like this:

A whirlpool is a situation in a body of
water in which there are comparatively
stable uniformities of relations between
streams of molecules of water, moving with
increasing rapidity spirally towards a center
called a vortex, the level of which is de-
pressed with reference to the levet of the
surrounding water. The movement of the
streams of molecules is downward at the
vortex. New molecules move into the situa-
tion as fast as old ones move out. The posi-
tion of the whirlfKxit also may move as is
easily seen by the movement ofthe vortex. If
the molecules stop moving in this way, there
is no whirlpool, becaiise all there is to a
whirlpool is streams of molecules of water
moving in certain ways. And don't ask
what a "stream" is.
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Others will be puzzled at the idea that
a single act can be called part of several
organizations at the same time, yet we
have no difficulty with the same or sim-
ilar idea when we are used to it. For
example, no one seems to have so much
difficulty as I think he might with the idea
that a man can be simultaneously a citi-
zen of Massachusetts and a citizen of the
United States, or that when he votes
for a United States Senator he by a sin-
gle act at once performs, as a citizen of
the Commonwealth, a function of choos-
ing a representative for the state; and
also elects as a citizen of the United
States an official of the government of a
nation. I had no difficulty in realizii^
when I signed a letter for the company
this afternoon that it was an act of at
least three systems: of my fanuly, with-
out which it is possible I ^ould not have
done it and which in any event uses
most of the proceeds; of myself, for it
was at least my musdes that did the
work, and I probably should not have
been available if I had disliked it
enough or had been ill; and of the com-
pany, without which it is literally in-
conceivable that this act should have
been performed.

To put the matter in reverse, you
could not completely understand a spe-
cific act of a human beii^ without know-
ing all the organizations in which the act
functioned as a part. If this sounds "ab-
stract" and "unrealistic," let me put it
this way: you cannot deal effectively
with people unless you can get their
"point of view," which means knowing
\\*at "influences" govern their behavior.
This is easily said but really almost im-
posable to con^ehend widiout a conc^
tion which treats it as sin^der than it is.
This is the great function of a good con-
ceptual scheme. It makes it poasiUe to
deal consdausly and effectively with
infinite complexity.

2. In a community all acts of indi-
viduals and of organizations are directly
or indirectly interconnected and inter-
dependent. Analogously all elements of
the physical universe are said to be inter-
connected and interdependent. For con-
venience obviously necessary in some
degree, we disregard the interconnec-
tions which we consider minor or trivial
and distinguish those that are direct
and that constitute stable systems or
organizations, just as we do in the case of
physical systems. Usually the orgsmiza-
tions which are stable are those which
are named or can be readily named.
When two stable organizations coop>er-
ate it is convenient to regard the co-
operative acts as common to both
organizations only, and not as creating
a new and enlarg;ed organization. The
exception to this is where this interor-
ganization cooperation is itself a stable
system constituting a complex organiza-
tion (Book, Chapter VIII). Such com-
plex organizations are usually character-
ized byformal systems of communication
and authority.

3. Among the simplest of organiza-
tions is the exchange of goods between
two men, A and B. Perhaps we often
fail to thbik of an exchange as coopera-
tive, because emphaas is so much placed
upon conflict of interest or bargaining in
a hostUe sense, conditions that may pre-
cede exchai^; but a moment's reflec-
tion is sufficient to see that an exchange
is based upon agremutU to effect a trtms-
actim, a coordination di acts of the two
parties, die acts being mutually depend-
ent and interconnected. We should not
be misled by the ejdiemeral character
of dus particular case. It is pertiaps more
short-lived Aan a microbe, and may be
dismissed as uninqxxtant. But the ag-
gregate of the relaticms between what is
exdumged by such cooperation is the
subject matter of ecraiomic science; and
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also the aggregate of such acts consti-
tutes, at least in part, stable unit and
complex organizations, and is the sub-
ject of the study of coojjeration.

In an exchange of goods, let us call
the act of A, a; and of B, b. Then the
organization involved in the exchange
is (a -f- b).«

4. More complex is the cooperation
of an employer and an employee, A and
C. Here an exchange is involved, as it
was above between A and B, but a nu-
merous series of cooperative acts of C is
required, 2uid at least one (payment)
by A. This creates a duration and sta-
bility of personal relationship between A
and C usually not present in the first
case, A and B; but there is no other es-
sential difference. Regardless of this per-
sonal relationship the acts coordinated
by agreement constitute the organiza-
tion. Let us denominate by (a) the acts
of A, within a given period of time, and
indicate the number of acts by subscript,
thus a.; and similarly for C, Cn.
The organization named A-C is then
(a. -\- c ) .

5. Let now an exchange be made be-
tween (A-C) and B, an individual. This
involves an additional act of (A-C) per-
formed for it by say the individual A and
an act of B. Then by definition we say
(1) the organization (A-C) becomes
(a^+i -f Ca + bi); and also we may say
(2) that there is a new organization
named (A-C)B, which would be ex-
pressed [(a.^.! -i- Cn) + bi]. The latter
we usually disregard as ephemeral.

6. Let B now engage an employee D
whose acts we denote by dn. The organ-
ization is called (B-D). If now an ex-
change (exactiy the same as in paragraph
3 above) be made between (A-C) and
(B-D), A and B performing the acts of
exchange, we say that the organization
* F<»' purpoies of simple illustration I am assuming
that an exchange involves only one act of each
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(A-C) then consists of (an+i -|- Cn -f- bi),
and that the organization (B-D) consists
of (bn+i + dn + ai). There is also a new
complex organization not named which
is expressed (aô -i -|- Cn + bi) + (bn+i
+ dn + ai) or (an.4.1 -\- bo+i + Cn +
dn). For many purposes we disregard the
latter organization.

7. These statements make more ex-
plicit the implications of the definition
of organization given in Chapter VI.
There is no equivocation about the mat-
ter; nor am I debating now the useful-
ness of the definition.

8. In the sense of ultimate analysis an
organization is a composition of cooper-
ative acts. It is convenient to deal with
certain aggregates of such acts as named
organizations and to clzissify them in
various ways. Several I have listed in
Chapter VIII, "Formal Organizations."
The identification of particular organi-
zations and their analytical classification
will depend on the purpose or conven-
ience to be served—^usually what (su-
perficially) the organization does, or
who most stably contributes to it. Hence
the X.Y.Z. Steel Co., or the Excelsior
Department Store, or the Suburban Di-
vision. This emphasis upon some char-
acteristic in discriminating and labeling
organizations should not lead us to ex-
clude some classes of cooperative acts.
We may think of the department store
as a group of employees, as a physical
plant, as a stock of goods, but it never-
theless remains a store because of the
cooperative acts of customers.

B
Professor Copeland found confusion

because he could not reconcile the defi-
nition of organization, the implications
of which I have made more explicit
above, with what I said about the execu-
party. At least two and usually many are required,
a fact of no importance here.
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tive functions. He quotes me (Review,
p. 154):

"The second function . . . is to promote
the securing of the personal services that
constitute the material of organizations. The
work divides into two main divisions: (I)
the bringing of persons into cooperative
relationship with the organization; (II) the
eliciting of the services after such persons
have been brought into such relationships."
. , . the methods and means by which those
services are elicited [are stated thus]: "As
executive functions they may be distin-
guished as the maintenance of morale, the
maintenance of schemes of inducements, the
maintenance of schemes of deterrents, super-
vision and control, inspection, education,
and training,"

Let me be definite about the matter.
I meant then and I mean now that in the
fundamental sociology of business be-
havior the services of an employee and
of a customer when making a purchase
are equivalent elements, similar con-
tributions to the same organization, and
that every statement quoted above ap-
plies unequivocally to either employees
and their cooperative acts or customers
and their acts of purchase. It is custo-
mary to use different names in con-
nection with the two categories of
contributors to organization—employ-
ees and customers—such as "morale" as
to employees and "good-will" as to cus-
tomers, but this is merely a matter of
customary terminology that tends to
conceal similarities without being based
upon differences essential from the point
of view of the theory of cooperation.

Of the statements quoted above, I
now purpose to apply every single item to
the customer relationship, showii^ what
are the facts and also what are the words
ordinarily used to describe them on the
level of "realistic" and practical dis-
course, as follows:

(1) The brii^iing of customers into
cooperative relationship: (2) the subse-

quent eliciting of services; (3) the main-
tenjuice of customer morale; (4) the
maintenance of the scheme of induce-
ments; (5) the maintenance of the
scheme of deterrents; (6) sup)ervision
and control; (7) inspection; (8) educa-
tion and training.

Establishing the Cooperative Relationship.
It needs little exposition to show that
whether the services of employees or of
customers are in question, it is necessary
to bring either into cooperative relation-
ship before they can or will cooperate.
In both cases the techniques of advertis-
ing and salesmanship are employed, with
persuasion as a major characteristic.
"Salesmanship" is not a word used with
respect to active efforts to secure em-
ployees, "personnel work," "employ-
ment work," "recruiting," being the
words used; but salesmanship is what it
is. This is esp)ecially evident today when
trying to secure skilled mechanics. It is
an important aspect of recruiting "col-
lege material." It is the business of get-
ting people to look at what you have to
offer as inducements and incentives for
cooperation, and of persuading them to
accept the offer. A confusion as to the
nature of the functions may be due to
the fact that we predominantly think of
employees as seeking jobs rather than
employers as seekii^ employees, just as
we predominantiy think of sellers seek-
ing customers. In many, perhaps most,
instances the buyers of goods may be
said to seek the seller, not the seller the
buyer, especially if we disregard the
effect of advertising.

Eliciting the Acts of Cooperation. When
once the cooperative relationship has
been established, the exchange that con-
stitutes organization is to be elicited. The
exchange in one case (that of the em-
ployee) is services for money, in the
other (that of the customer) money for
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services (the act of transferring goods or
services). It hardly needs discussion that
it is one thing to get the employee on the
pay roll and another to get the services.
Similarly, it is one thing to get the cus-
tomer in the store, another to make the
sale.

Maintenance of Customer "Morale." The
maintenance of morale among em-
ployees depends upon attitudes, "fair
treatment," working conditions, induce-
ments, and incentives. So does also the
maintenance of morale—the desire and
willingness to coojjerate, that is, to pur-
chase—on the psst of customers. If it
is attained, it is called "goodwill." How
much a part of the conditions of organi-
zation it is, is indicated by the fact that
goodwill is often a (salable) asset of the
business enterprise. The techniques in
both cases are identical or similar, the
chief variations being due to time, place,
and degree of continuity of cooperation.
Thus customers are influenced by incen-
tives (values, prices), by manner of treat-
ment, by kind of persons with whom they
must associate to cooperate (quality of
salespeople), the working conditions—
location, cleanliness, light, air, crowd-
ing, etc.—of merchandising. One needs
to know little of business to see how
important this is in business "policy."

Application of Inducements and Incentives
to Customers. Surely it is easily recognized
that the maintenance of a scheme of
inducements is equally required and is
of the same nature whether one refers to
employees or to customers. The essence
of both relationships is exchange. In
both cases economic goods are involved,
and in both cases other inducements
than those recogrdzfd in the economic
exchange are present. Every one of the
incentives I listed (Book, p. 142) is in
general applicable equally to the cus-
tomer and the employee relationship.

Not all of them are important in any
given situation of either kind. Usually
only two pr three will be so regarded in a
given situation, and what these are will
be a matter of the specific conditions in
each case. However, as this may not be
obvious, at the risk of being tedious I
shall give examples for each incentive
listed on the page cited, applied to the
customer relationship:

a. Material inducements. This is obvious
and is implicit in the definition of customer.

b. Personal non-material opportunities (Book,
pp. 145-146), such as opportunities for dis-
tinction, prestige. Much appeed of banks,
department stores, and specialty shops is
that they afford opportunities for distinction
and prestige to customers. It can hardly be
doubted that this is an important element in
many customer relationships.

c. Desirable physical conditions (of work, p.
146). It is necesseuy only to refer to air-con-
ditioning, paneled wjills, expensive fixtures,
location, to see how important desirable
physical conditions of purchasing are.

d. Ideal benefactions. It is only necessary to
listen or to observe one's own conduct to
know that loyalty to a purveyor is often
an important basis of continuing customer
relationships and that many successes, cspt-
cially among smaller retailers, are based on
deliberate conduct intended to promote and
grant this kind of satisfaction.

e. Assodational attractiveness. One would
need only to know of the attention paid in
many establishments to kind and quality of
sales {personnel, and the degree to which
employees are retained because of the per-
sonal relationships between employee and
customer, to recog[nize the importance of
this incentive to customer cooperation.

f. Customary purchasing conditions and
conformity to habituad practices are clearly
an important element in goodwill. Great
effort and expense are often made to avoid
disturbing customary conditions.

g. Thcfechng of enlarged participation, other
things being equal (pp. 147-148), applies
likewise to customer relationships, though
I think less easy to identify in the case of
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customers than in that of employees. Note
the appeal of supporting community enter-
prises and home products and ask if it is not
often important to many customers. Observe
how important it is in arguments about
tariff "policy."

h. The "condition of communion" is one of
the most important incentives in customer
relationships. It is notable in hotels, bar-
rooms, the opera, and country grocery stores.
Going where you meet your friends and
"your kind of people" and promoting that
kind of service has been basic in some busi-
nesses and a substantial factor in many.

Maintenance of Schemes of Deterrents. The
maintenance of schemes of deterrents to
customers is important in many busi-
nesses. ' 'Discouraging that kind of trade"
is one expression of it. It is accomplished
sometimes by price practice, sometimes
by insufficient stocks of certain kinds
of goods, sometimes by putting stock in
inconvenient locations, sometimes by in-
attention, discrimination, insufficient
courtesy, and even discourteous treat-
ment. One can hardly take into accoun*^
many of the nuances of business practice
without recognizing this.

Supervision and Control of Customers. Cus-
tomers have to be supervised and con-
trolled just as much as employees. The
techniques are different. The most nota-
ble instance is retail credit practice.
Another is professional surveillance; an-
other is analysis of accounts and rejection
of those not desirable— în banks, for
example.

Inspection of Customers. In many busi-
nesses one of the important major func-
tions is the inspection of the behavior of
customers in many senses with a view to
rejection of those undesirable, and also
to facilitate proper utilization of the
advantages the customer receives. Ex-
pert inspection of the use the customer

makes of his purchase is an important
function in telephone, gas, and electric
companies, and with purveyors of tech-
nical equipment and of specialty mate-
rials—fertilizers, for example.

Education and Training of Customers.The
improper use of goods and services sold
is of serious concern in innumerable
businesses. Hence much advertising, a
great part of sales effort, much tech-
nical investigation, even schools and lec-
tures for customers, and expensive
pamphlets and books of instruction, are
commonplace. Not only is this educa-
tional work necessary to specific use of
merchandise and services, but also much
of it, just as in the case of employees,
is necessary to secure an indispensable
cooperative state of mind. In the case of
which I am best advised—telephone
service—not only incorrect practice but
non-coop)erative attitudes can disturb
the functioning of the technical system
as a whole. The "morale" of customers
in many businesses is of vital impor-
tance, not from the political point of
view, but from the technical point of
view, a fact that seems to be missed in
many discussions of advertising and of
public relations work. A dissatisfied cus-
tomer is likely to misuse what he buys
from sheer resentment.

Brief as this discussion is, I believe it
will be sufficient to show that my state-
ment of the function of "securing the
personal services that constitute the
material of organization" requires little,
if any, "translation" to apply to custom-
ers, and that the "puzzle" is solved by
reference to obvious, or at least common,
facts of everyday olDservation.

Note that we are not here dealing in
analogies. I do not say that the treat-
ment of customers is analc^ous to that of
employees. I say that the nature of the
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cooperative acts is the same in both cases
under the definition of organization I
am using; and that the nature of the
behavior required to elicit such acts
is the same, as shown by experience. I
have long believed this. The "horse
sense" way of saying it is that human
nature is human nature whether you
call it "employee" or "customer." But
this is no more than a "wise crack," p>er-
haps without much sense until it can
be shown to stand up to analysis. It is a
very great gain in intellectual control
when it can be established that things
regarded as different are similar, and
that the processes of dealing with them
often regarded as different are likewise
similar. Here it is accomplished by the
concept of organization as I have de-
fined it, and this concept is grounded in
recognized facts.

I have not extended the argument to
wholesalers, investors of various kinds,
distributors, to whom it equally applies,
because the reader can readily do this
for himself, if sufficientiy acquainted
with buaness to find the above analysis
intelligible. The greatest mental diffi-
culty is that we are habituated, in eco-
nomics and in business ideologies, to
make the inducements the primary con-
cern, whereas in the more fundamental
study of cooperation it is the process of
coordination of acts which is primary,
inducements being conditions and the
personal objectives of cooperation.

L^t me repeat. The confiudon on this
matter generally will arise firom the fact
that we are "economically" minded, not
"(B'ganizationally" minded. Our views
d what occurs in Inisiness behavior are
luifortunately too often in ideas of eco-
nomic, not sociological, theories. The
emphasu in economics (and in the com-
mercial aspects cS business) is upon the
things exchanged, the tangible induce-
ments to action, the rati'os between in-

ducements—^i.e., prices—^not upon the
acts of cooperation as such. The dis-
tinction is of first importance. It was
inadequately discussed in Chapter XVI.
We shall not well understand what we
are doing if we confine our theory of
business behavior to economics, though
we also shall not understand it suffi-
ciently if we leave the economic aspects
out of account.

Conceptual Equipment for the Analysis of
the Job of the Executive

Professor Copeland rightly r^arded
the "confusion" which I have attempted
to clarify above as of secondary im{x>r-
tance compared with the general ques-
tion of the use of my concept of
organization. This he thinks artificial
and unrealistic. He believes that his own
concept, "the process of adaptation to
changing conditions," is the approach.
The issues underlying his criticism are
worthy of careful consideration. I shall
discuss them under three heads as fol-
lows: (1) The Appropriate Level of Dis-
course; (2) The Clonceptual Equipment
for an Adequate Theory; (3) The
Limited Character of Professor Cope-
land's Approach.

The AppropriaU Level oj LHscomu. A
desirable qualification for many execu-
tive positions is the capacity of discussii^
the same subject in several "languages"
depending upon the audience and also
the pvirpose. I shall call such languages
"levels of discourse." These are not quite
the same as "levels erf abstraction," ance
in many kinds of discourse gestures,
fadal expresaons, types of examines and
illustrations, and the extent <rf emotional
behavior are as important as wcmls.

The "lo*vest" level is that erf physical
demonstration—^pointii^ out what to
see, pointii^ to conditions, results. Dis-
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course at this level is the nearest to
"reality" and the concrete. There is no
approximately adequate substitute for it
in learning how to do things and in
acquiring a certain experimental knowl-
edge. It is basic, as can be seen from the
development and training of children.
But in itself it has narrow limitations for
the acquiring of understanding or for
securing knowledge applicable to the
control and direction of the things to be
done.

At the other extreme is the level of
scientific discourse which ultimately is
concerned with the broadest genersiliza-
tions rigorously defined, logically con-
sistent and non-contradictory, and often
highly abstract. It too has narrow limita-
tions. It teaches the individual Iittie
about how to do things, it is incomplete
and insufficient for concrete behavior;
but it gready widens the understanding,
expands the possibilities of control, and
corrects illusions, hence permits the
avoidance of errors from illusions, in
practical ofjerations. What is equally
important, it furnishes suitable concepts
and terms, and ways of looking at things,
for use on a lower level of discourse,
thereby promoting much wider analysis
of practical experience and greater col-
laboration among competent men than
would otherwise be ptossible. I need only
refer to engineering and the practice of
medicine to illustrate. Both involve ex-
p>erience and talents that are in no sense
scientific, but neither could be very
effective if underlying the practice there
were no sciences and no acquirement of
scientific methods of work, and no com-
prehensive "sound" theories.

Between these two extremes are the
various levels of practical discourse.
They are nearly all highly abstract, but
they differ in generality. Leading execu-
tives (business or others) in their dis-
course amongst themselves approach.

though not very closely, the scientific
(usually without knowing it), and their
conversation is full of assumptions and
fictions which correspond to fundamen-
tal concepts and hypotheses of science.
They, of course, rely upxDn concrete ex-
perience and dip down into the detail
of "what's going on" as the scientist goes
back to experiment and controlled ob-
servation and analysis.

In the absence of science, discourse at
these intermediate levels is often rather
incoherent and awkward, except among
those who work closely together in re-
stricted situations. Hence the compari-
son of experience and the observation
of the significant are difficult, and the
enunciation of non-sense profuse. On
the basis of attendzmce as a member at
probably not less than 2,000 meetings of
boards and committees of business in-
stitutions and associations, I should say
that very frequently a few well-directed
questions as to meaning of words would
disrupt the apparent agreement. "To
ask what it mejins" is a favorite bit of
disruptive tactics in some kinds of politi-
cal work.

Professor Copeland's preference is, I
think, for a level of discotirse consider-
ably below the scientific. He likes "re2d-
istic" and "practical" exposition. So do
I in its place—where I am most of my
time. As a matter of everyday practice
I use several levels of discourse about
the same subject for different situations.
I should no more think of using the
language of my book in most ofthe prac-
tical work I do than I would ordinarily
of talking electronic physics to a tele-
phone repairman, though he is working
all the time with electrical circuits and
apparatus, and has to know a good deal
about them. Nevertheless, I think elec-
tronic physics an exceedingly practical
and realistic as well as a scientific
subject.
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Now, none of these remarks would be

pertinent if Professor Copeland had said
that most of my book—good or bad—
was an attempt at scientific discourse,
but not of immediate practical use. I
should agree in advance that this might
be comment entirely appropriate. But
he means much more. He really is averse
to the attempt. His remarks about "soci-
ology," "sociological pattern," his in-
difference to the "conceptual scheme"
(Review, p. 150), the "conflict between
the conceptual scheme and Mr. Bar-
nard's innate common sense," the "sort
of conceptual scheme Mr. Barnard labo-
riously evolves" (Review, p. 160), indi-
cate, I think, a reluctance to admit the
utility of this kind of effort. I believe,
on the contrary, that it is of practical
importance, in view of the great prob-
lems of large-scale operations in busi-
ness, government, and education, that
many contribute what they can to the
laborious process of att£uning sound gen-
eralizations about social cooperation.
We still need to achieve an adequate
theoretical basis for training in the ad-
ministrative professions. It will be labo-
rious to attain and laborious to master,
as in any other science, and this without
reference to the merits of any particular
exposition.

The Conceptual Equipment for an Ade-
quate Theory. The following remarks are
written as of possible value to those,
such as many readers of the HARVARD
BUSINESS REVIEW, who give serious
thought to general matters of economics,
organization, and administration, but
who find it difficult to be interested in
attempts to establish fundamental
theory, with its meticulous definitions,
postulates, and elaboration of concepts,
hypiotheses, and abstractions.

I take it that a theory is a compre-
hensive explanation of a situation, of a

state of affairs, of a course of events or
action, of what takes place. Many
theories are bad, many are trivial, some
are important, some are good, none are
final. Those that are bad do not fit the
facts, they do not explain. Those that
are trivial relate to minor matters of
local and personal interest, where their
importance is largely that of aiding per-
sonal decision. Those that are important
cover wider matters of general interest
or concern. Those that are good fit the
facts in general, are self-consistent, prove
useful in discovering new facts of impor-
tance, can be widely accepted, and serve
to permit communication of facts, knowl-
edge, ' and ideas with efficiency and
precision.

1. Theories are not final because,
though they must fit the facts approxi-
mately, they serve to change the facts,
not only by making it possible to dis-
cover new facts which must then be
taken into account, but by modifying
what we conceive to be a fact. For a fact
is not a thing or event, it is a statement
about a thing or event, and it is impos-
sible, or nearly so, to make a statement
without implying some theory of events
—what is "important," for instance.
Thus every statement of fact is an ab-
straction. It refers to some aspect only
of events. Take the fact that "John Doe
paid Richard Roe ten dollars." This
refers to an event (or series of events). It
might be possible to write two pages of
facts about that event, but most of them
would be entirely without interest. Yet
if you will listen to the court evidence
when there is litigation about whether
John Doc paid Richard Roe, you will
find that some of the uninteresting facts
in these supposed two pages suddenly
have become very interestii^ and impor-
tant. However, no one by the most ex-
tended statement conceivably possible
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for a human being could completely
describe this event.

The observed aspects of things or
events about which statements of fact
are made are called phenomena. Thus
a fact is a statement of an idea, some-
thing conceived in the mind, about a
phenomenon, an observed aspect of a
thing or event. Such an idea is also
known as a concept. Thus theories are
made up of concepts as statements of
fact and must fit the concepts that are
"current," "accepted," or "established,"
depending upon the level of discourse.
Ordinarily, however, we do not use the
word "concept" to cover a simple idea
about a detail or "single" event.

The kind of facts just discussed are
"concrete." They concern us in the ordi-
nary routine oflife. They are what work-
men use, and what clerks handling
vouchers are occupied with. Executives
have relatively little to do with them,
but hate to admit it except when in the
mood to say they "can't be bothered
with detail."

2. A statement of fact may be not
only what we conceive to be a thing or
single event, but about a whole collec-
tion of events regarded with respect to
a particvilair aspect of them. This general
fact is an aggregate of many similar
facts. "A million men voted yesterday"
is such a fact. This also is a concept but
a more "dignified" one than those re-
lating to "simple" facts. Poincar6 said
that all generalization is a hypothesis.^
It can only be stated on the basis of in-
ference from complex evidence largely
indirect. No one ever saw a million men
vote or even more than a very small
fraction of that number voting. What a
million men did depends upon what
you mean by man (it does not in this
case include boy, for example, but may
' H . POfncari, "Science and Hypothetit" in The
Ftmdatum »/ Seitnei (New York, The Science

include women), what you mean by
voting (are "repeaters" included or ex-
cluded?), and many other things such
as "Who said so?" Thus this fact is con-
structed from ordinary facts observable
by individuals, with the aid of an elabo-
rate theory or set of theories. It is a fact
secured by evidence the validity of which
is determined by some theory.

These are the facts of a kind which
chiefly concerns executives. They often
like to believe them concrete, for "facts
are facts." The more positively we be-
lieve a generalization to be true, the
more "real," the more "concrete" the
fact seems to be. To the man who won
the election of a million votes it is a very
concrete event. Still he hopes it will not
be necessary "to go behind the returns."

3. There are other ideas or concepts
which are not facts in the sense that they
can be directly inferred firom evidence
of observation and theory, but which
are products of general knowledge,
theories, experience, the sense of things,
imagination. They are constructed out
of whole cloth, as it were, though not
arbitrarily and with no reference to ex-
fierience, to help give an explanation,
that is, to help make a theory. They are
likely to be deemed good if the theory
works, that is, if the theory explains
particular and general facts satisfac-
torily. The question whether such con-
cepts are true or false often makes no
sense, and as to some of the most useful
it can be asserted that they never can be
proven true or false.* Their iunction is
to organize ideas and facts. This is the
kind of thing I mean by "concept" or
"construct" in my book, and I think
Professor Copeland means the same
thing by "concept."

The use of such concepts or leading
ideas is to furnish the framework of a
Preii, 1929), p. 133.
* H. PoincarC, op. dt., faaim.
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theory, that is, a workable explanation
of a vast number of facts. It is necessary
to have such a framework to get "b£tsing
points" as it were, some place to start
getting order out of bewildering chaos,
and to have enough rigidity—"consist-
ency"—to keep things in order loi^,
enough at least to consider them. It is
necessary to have more than one such
concept to make a theory. If the reader
will r^ard a fundamental concept as
merely an important way of looking at
things, he will understand that a com-
plex set of facts requires more than one
way of looking at things—different an-
gles of view, more than one dimension.
I call a set of fundamental concepts fur-
nishii^ the framework of a theory a
"conceptual scheme." When Professor
Copeland speaks of "cooperative sys-
tem" or "organization" as a conceptual
scheme he overstates the matter as he
does, I believe, when he assumes he can
accomplish his analysis by a study of
(his concept) "the process of adaptation
to changii^ conditions." It is not com-
plete. Like most such things, this con-
ceptual scheme will have to evolve in the
process of using what we have.

Fundamental concepts may be re-
garded as of two kinds: those which are

'Tbe oooceptual irhcinc of the theory of ncial
coopentfkn—inrhidiiig ecoooodc behavior—upon
whicii Bsy book W9S coostmcted, ni

PHmipal Sbmtaral Ccmcepts
1. Tim hdimdmi. CbmpUx II, and inddentaUy

thmugiiout. .As s picparatioo for important
work wiA hunum beii^i* as Mlrmiaiij poli-
^y^am^ teacher, pffiK'winffl w>««̂  or executive
tfaii concept is inqpottant; for I believe ail
men tend to regard otlien in two extieints:
(1) cither as they would Uke to r^aid Aem-
selves completely eaerdsing free will, and
indqiendent; or (2) as completely naa4n-
dividoal, "dumb," nzpoaim nooentilics.
Apixopriale personal behavior is acquired
by intuition, sodal eiqierience, hard knocks;
but beyond die range of siriclly personal
behavior some kind of intellectual compre-

structural; and those which are dynamic.
The first relates to general aspects of the
subject that are relatively stable, fixed.
The dynamic kind relates to the general
ideas as to "how it works," of movement
or change. The distinction is more or
less arbitrary but convenient. Thus in
the theory of the human body structural
concepts make up the science of anat-
omy, and dynamic concepts relate to
physiology, notwithstanding that the
structural parts of the body are always
changing, and much of the physiology
may be r^arded as comparatively sta-
ble—circulation of the blood, for exam-
ple. In social matters I look upon the
structural concepts as stable in the sense
that a whirlpool is stable. They are state-
ments of stable relationships between
incessantly successive series of acts giving
a sense, a feeling, of something fixed.
What my conceptual scheme is (or was)
is given in the footnote below.*

The Limited Character of Professor Cope-
lanfs Approach. In connection with the
followii^ comment, it should be remem-
bered that Prtrfessor Copeland was not
writii^ a treatise and had inadequate
opportunity to develop his thesis. He
spent most of his space in reviewing my

hension seems advisaUe if not necessary.
But the doctrine is difficult, labored, ab-
stract, abstruse.

2. Tht CocperetSat SfsUm. Chiefly Chapter V.
3. 7) ( Carina/OrfMLEoltaii. Chapters VI and VII.

They have an important defect in not com-
tainiog the discussion of the relationship of
customers to "' yniiimT^^n.

4. The Cample* Formal OrgamtaHou. Chapters
VIII, X, and XV. and pp. 175-181.

5. Tke Iiiftrmd Orgmi^/ititm. Ch^>ter DC; and
n>. 223-226.

Primapal Dyumme CutcepU
1. Fret WUl. Ch^iters II, XI, 1st half Chapter

XII. much of Chapter* XVI and XVII.
2. CoaperaHam. C3iap<en III. IV. V, XVI. De-

foctive in die omissinn of cases of rimple
econooue exchange as a type of cooperation.
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book £md in stating what he thought of
its merits, and only a small amount of
space was given to his own views to illus-
trate what he considers deficiencies in
my treatment.

Professor Cbpeland believes that "the
functions of executives can be analyzed
more effectively by a study of the process
of adaptation to changing conditions."
On his level of discourse I am little in
disagreement with his treatment of the
topics which his analysis requires. My
own statement was "If the functions are
to be adequately described, the descrip-
tion must be in terms of the nature of
organization itselT' (Preface, vii). Even
this was too restricted an approach.
Professor Copeland avoids the issue by
taking for granted the things which I
believe jdso require analysis and defini-
tion. To show this, it is only necessary
to ask one question: "Adaptation of
what?" "Adaptation to changing condi-
tions" is equally good for any biological
subject and is so general that by itself it
cannot be very enlightening. Another

3. Commmucatim. Chapters VII, VIII, XII, XV.
4. AuUurify. Chapter XII.
5. The Decisive Process. Chapters XII, XIII, XIV.

It is called in the book "The Theory of
Opportunism." So far as I know, this con-
cept, like that of the formal organization,
may be original. I believe it to be for soci-
ological purposes by far the most important
suggestion. It is not sufficiently developed
in the book to make this apparent, and
would inrobably need a book to make it so.
The requirements of decisive behavior (as
contrasted with responsive behavior) are
such as to be a chief determinant of ideas,
norms, conventions, institutions, and social
habits (including business routines and de-
vices) and of organization itself as necessary
equipment for the exercise of the propensity

question certainly is: "What condition
or what types of conditions?" Now Pro-
fessor Copeland, and every other prac-
tic2il person, has some answers to these
questions in his niind, but at the scien-
tific level, at least, these questions are
not answered by talking oi "policies,"
"instruction," "sizing up the situation,"
"general plan of action." Professor Ck)pe-
land has some concepts that need to be
defined. He calls them "business situa-
tions" (Review, p. 154), "industry,"
"enterprise," "business enterprise," and
"fxjlitical, educational, religious, or
social organizations." He does not think
it necessary to say what he means. I do,
for the purpose which I attempted to
pursue, but not necessarily for all other
purposes. But whoever attempts to
answer these questions or define such
concepts will find it laborious, and
will come out, I think, with abstract,
"sociological," colorless propositions,
rather unrealistic and difficult, requir-
ing hard study. Should we be afraid of
that?

to make conscious decisions.
6. Dynamic EquUibrium. Chapter XI and espe-

cially Chapter XVI. This concept I believe
is very close to that which Profesior Cope-
land called "adaptation to changing con-
ditions."

7. (Executive) Respmsibilily. Chapter XVII.
Roughly, Parts I and II are the "anatomy" or

structure of cooperation; Parts III and IV are its
physiology or economy. When Profenor Copeland
said (Review, p. 154) that though I mentioned
change and adaptation to it as important but neg-
lected it except superficially, I think he was in
error. About hialf the book was devoted to "adapta-
tion." He may be quite correct that the purpose
"becomes obscured by the definitions and abstrac-
tions involved in the development of his conceptual
scheme."
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